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WORLD WAR II SUBMARINE EPIC FILMS IN JUPITER, FL
“USS SEAVIPER” The Movie, is the first submarine based feature whose submarine components have been shot entirely aboard  

a World War II Era Gato Class Sub and as many as nine other scenes will be shot in South Florida! 

Itʼs 1944 and the backs of the AXIS Alliance 
have been broken...or have they?

 Captain Culpepper spends a quiet evening 
with his wife  Laura and as they begin to dance he 
is ordered to leave  by his commanding officer.  As 
the Shore Patrol escort  Captain Culpepper to the 
Vice Admirals quarters he  truly wonders if he  will 
see his beautiful wife again. 
 German and Japanese  Soldiers have 
gathered on an Island in the South Pacific in a last 
ditch effort  to turn the  tide  of the  war.  Will the 
crew of the “USS Seaviper” be able to rescue 4 

downed pilots and stop Axis troops from 
delivering the ingredients for the ultimate weapon?
 Villani-Rockhill Productions in association 
with Saturn Sound Studios & Status Productions 
will be filming at  Guanabanas Island Bar and 
Restaurant  on Monday July 13, 2009.  Guanabanas 
is located at 997 North Highway A1A, Jupiter, FL 
33477.  
 “We are  extremely excited about  this film; 
25 crew, 40+ actors, and over 200 extras.  “We truly 
believe  this will be  an epic tribute  to the  men and 
women in the armed services...”, said Ralph 
Villani, Director.  A documentary entitled: “USS 
DRUM 228, The  Untold Story” is 
also being filmed.  Several of the 
veterans from the  USS Drum 
(SS-228)  live right here in S. 
Florida.
 Contact: Rob Norris at  
(561) 352-5052 or Ralph Villani at 
(772) 215-5695 for more info.

the hunter be comes the hunted...

Steve Roth as Captain Culpepper

Tim Large as Chief Kenan
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